Fashion Cooling Vest

with Kool Max® or Cool58® Cooling Packs

Our fashion cooling vests for men and women feature a design that is both stylish and discreet!

SNUG, COMFORTABLE FIT
This vest is constructed of a 97% cotton and 3% spandex fabric, resulting in a lightweight, breathable vest with a touch of stretch.

FASHIONABLE AND DISCREET LOOK
Designed with fit lines and functional exterior pockets which have a clean, neat appearance. Wear the vest over clothing or discreetly underneath.

INSULATED PACK POCKETS
Cooling packs fit into insulated pockets inside the vest. The pockets have a comfortable all-cotton fabric to protect the skin and an insulated outer composite fabric to direct the cooling energy toward the body.

VARIABLE WEIGHT
The use of separate, individual cooling packs allows the wearer customize the number and location of cooling packs used to his or her preference.

PATENT PENDING SPINAL COOLING
Pack pockets are placed strategically down the spine for optimal cooling with minimum weight.

COMPATIBLE WITH KOOL MAX® OR COOL58® PACKS
You can choose the best option to effectively cool your body in any environment or during any activity.

See the difference between Kool Max® and Cool58® and instructions for use on the reverse of this insert.
Kool Max® Water-Based Cooling Packs

How does it work?
Our reusable Kool Max® water-based cooling packs freeze solid to provide constant cooling for up to 3-4 hours. Packs require access to a freezer and time to freeze but offer the highest level of cooling of any cooling pack technology.

Directions for Activating Kool Max® Cooling Packs:
Place the packs individually and flat into a freezer until frozen hard. For best results, store the packs in the freezer, so they’re ready when you are. When ready to use, simply remove the packs from the freezer and place in the insulated vest pockets or transport in a cooler for later use.

Cool 58® Phase Change Cooling Packs

How does it work?
Our reusable Cool58® phase change cooling packs are made from a non-toxic paraffin-based liquid that will “freeze” at 58 degrees Fahrenheit (14.4° Celsius) and provide comfortable cooling at a constant 58° F for up to 1.5-3 hours.

Cool58® is an ideal choice when freezers are not available!

Directions for Activating Cool58® Cooling Packs:
Place the packs individually and flat into a freezer, refrigerator, or bucket of ice water until frozen hard. The packs turn solid white when they are activated. When ready to use, simply remove the packs from the ice water, refrigerator or freezer and place in the insulated vest pockets.

Directions for Use:

Wearing the Fashion Cooling Vest
Activate the Kool Max® or Cool58® cooling packs according to the instructions on this page. When packs are frozen solid, place the packs in the insulated vest pockets or transport in a cooler. **Note:** cooling vests should fit snug to the body for optimal performance.

Cooling and Weight Adjustment
The amount and location of cooling may be controlled in the vest by adjusting the number and location of packs used. The use of separate, individual packs allows the number of cooling packs used to be customized for each person’s preference and size. Some people find that using just the packs down the spine works well, resulting in an extremely lightweight vest! Others prefer all of the packs. Our design allows many options! The cooling potential may also be adjusted by wearing one or more layers of clothing between the body and the garment.

Caution: one or more layers of insulating fabric should always be worn between the skin and the cooling pack.

Cooling Duration
The length of time cooling vests will cool depends on many factors, including the activity and body temperature of the person using the items and the temperature of the environment. Additionally, the size and number of packs used will vary the amount of cooling.

Care and Storage:
Hand wash the vest in cool water with a mild detergent. Hang in a well-ventilated area to dry. Cooling packs may be wiped clean with a damp cloth.

**Note:** Store packs in freezer or cool, dry environment when not in use.

Warnings and Cautions:
Consult your health care professional prior to using this or any body cooling product for a medical condition. Kool Max® and Cool58® cooling packs are designed for the specific objective of cooling the body. Polar Products recommends that all cooling garments be worn over clothing or other fabric layers to regulate the garment’s cooling potential. The amount of layering required to ensure the highest level of cooling and comfort will vary from person to person and is strictly the responsibility of each individual user. Polar Products Inc. will not be liable for injuries or damages resulting from misuse or misapplication of our products.

You May Also Be Interested In:

- Fashion Cooling Scarves
- Deluxe Cooling Neck Tie
- Cool Comfort® Hats

If you have any questions or concerns regarding your product, please contact our Customer Service at 1.800.763.8423 or send an e-mail to polar@polarproducts.com. We will be happy to help!